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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Purpose and scope of policy
It is Trust policy to improve access to, and promote the uptake of, a wider range of
apprenticeship training programmes to both meet current and future workforce needs.
The purpose of an apprenticeship is to provide the apprentice with new skills,
knowledge and behaviours to undertake a specific job role, to retrain, or advance
practice. It is a combination of paid work and study to gain recognised industry or
professional qualifications. Apprentices will work alongside qualified and experienced
staff to gain the confidence and work skills essential to support the quality of services
demanded throughout the Trust, and build apprentices’ work experience in readiness
for seeking substantive employment. This will be achieved through the Trust
Apprenticeship Strategy which supports the Trust Interim Workforce Strategy in
effective recruitment and retention and developing new ways of working to support our
current and future workforce.
This policy applies to all individuals who are recruited into apprenticeship post or for
existing staff members undertaking a recognised apprenticeship as a form of
Continuous Professional Development (CPD) or part of role development.

1.2 Definitions and Abbreviations
Apprenticeship
An apprenticeship is a job with training. Through an apprenticeship, an apprentice will
gain the technical knowledge, practical experience and wider skills and behaviours they
need for their immediate job and future career. The apprentice gains this through formal
off-the-job training and the opportunity to practice these new skills in a real work
environment (on-the-job training).
The apprenticeship programme must last for a minimum of twelve months and one day
to constitute an apprenticeship scheme and can last up to five years depending on the
education level. Upon full completion an apprentice can gain a recognised academic
qualification.
Apprenticeship Levy
A levy on UK employers to fund new apprenticeships. Funding for all apprenticeships
from May 2017 will be via the new Apprenticeship Levy. The levy will pay for the actual
cost of the training course and the new EPA only (this will not provide any backfill costs
to services).
DAS: Digital Apprenticeship Service
Hosted by the UK Government, the Digital Apprenticeship Service (DAS) is a portal for
levy paying organisations who take on apprentices. The service is used to set up,
manage and pay for apprenticeship training.
EPA: End-Point Assessment
The EPA is designed to test whether each apprentice has gained the skills, knowledge
and behaviours outlined in the apprenticeship standard and on passing will fully
complete the apprenticeship.
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ESFA: Education and Skills Funding Agency
The ESFA brings together the former responsiblities of the Education Funding Agency
(EFA) and Skills Funding Agency (SFA) to create a single agency accountable for
funding education and skills for children, young people and adults. The ESFA is
accountable for holding the Apprenticeship Levy budgets.
HEE: Health Education England
Supports the delivery of excellent healthcare and health improvement to the patients
and public of England by ensuring that the workforce of today and tomorrow has the
right numbers, skills, values and behaviours, at the right time and in the right place.
Training Provider
An individual, group or body providing a learning or educational experience or
programme.
1.3 Principles
Apprenticeships have been proven in contributing towards increased productivity,
greater staff retention and a more highly skilled and motivated workforce for the
future. The Trust aims to use the Levy to ensure maximum delivery on our present
and future workforce.
Apprentice roles will be offered on fixed-term contracts for the length of the
apprenticeship being undertaken. Terms and Conditions of Employment, including
Pay, will be in accordance with the NHS Terms and Conditions of Employment.
There can be no guarantee however, of substantive employment at the end of an
apprenticeship term with the Trust

2.0 Policy Statement
The Trust is committed to:
•
•
•
•

Ensuring apprenticeship delivery is maximised throughout the Trust
Ensuring learning and development opportunities are provided for all staff
Ensuring resources for apprenticeships are distributed fairly
Providing access to widening participation in apprenticeships for all staff
requiring help with Skills for Life including literacy, numeracy and ICT.

The Trust will safeguard apprenticeship opportunities that are accessible to all and to
ensure under represented and disadvantaged groups are supported throughout the
process.

3.0 Duties
Education and Training department
The Education and Training department will lead and manage apprenticeship
programmes*:
•

Informing the Trust of any developments to national and existing standards.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promoting the value of apprenticeships as development opportunities within the
Trust.
Monitoring recruitment against targets and reporting nationally as required.
Assisting managers in the identification of suitable posts for an apprenticeship
programme.
Identifying and commissioning training providers to deliver Trust apprenticeship
programmes.
Liaising with the training provider on behalf of the manager, confirming course
funding and arranging to provide the trainer with the apprentice contact details to
enable them to commence enrolment.
Providing information and guidance for managers and apprentices and
monitoring completion and success of apprenticeship.
Ensuring a level of quality assurance with training providers, cross checking all
existing apprenticeships are up to date and current and following up any issues
with delivery or assessment.

*The Education and Training department work in partnership with the Nurse Education,
Allied Health Professionals (AHP) and the Social Work department to support the
following apprenticeships:
•
•
•
•

Nursing Associate
Advanced Clinical Practitioner
Occupational Therapist
Social Worker

The Nurse Education, AHPs leads and Social Work department will ensure quality
assurance measures, training and practice hours required by the higher education
institute training provider satisfy professional bodies such as the NMC (Nurse and
Midwifery Council), HCPC (Health and Care Professions Council) and Social Work
England.
Human Resources
•
•
•

Human Resources are responsible for providing support to the line manager for
the recruitment process and specific management in accordance with the Human
Resources Policies.
To work with the Education and Training, Nurse Education, Allied Health
Professionals (AHP) and Social Work departments in identifying opportunities for
vacancies to be converted into an apprenticeships.
To work with the Education and Training, Nurse Education, Allied Health
Professionals (AHP) and Social Work departments towards identifying newly
recruited apprenticeship starters and leavers to ensure any appropriate funding is
effectively managed.

Line Manager
•

•

If a skills gap is identified at interview for a new starter and a possible
apprenticeship would meet that need, you MUST confirm this with the Education
and Training department before offering the post.
Contacting the Education and Training department as soon as the opportunity for
an apprenticeship post is identified to determine best apprenticeship and
availability of provider/assessor.
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•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Ensuring the workplace environment is suitable to support an apprentice and
ensuring safeguarding of the apprentice in line with national safeguarding and
PREVENT requirements. If the apprentice is under the age of 18 health and
safety legislation follow safeguarding expectations.
Once the apprentice has been recruited the line manager is responsible for their
overall role and should ensure that they are adequately supported within the
workplace. This includes ensuring that the apprentice is released to attend
assessments, set training sessions or examinations with the Training Provider.
Linking with HR resourcing team to following normal recruitment and selection
processes.
Inducting the apprentice as per the Trust’s Mandatory Training and Induction
Policy.
Ensuring that local training, support and guidance are provided to the apprentice
(the apprentice will need to be assigned to work alongside a skilled person in
that role).
Monitoring training progress and links with the assessor on apprentice visits.
Ensuring that End-Point Assessment (EPA) of the apprenticeship is undertaken
in line with Apprenticeship Regulations set by the ESFA.
Monitoring the performance and attendance of the apprentice and managing
them in line with Trust Policies.
Informing the Education and Training department any issues which may affect
the completion of the apprenticeship, including any extension periods required to
enable completion.
Supporting the apprentice to find a permanent position within the Trust at the end
of the apprenticeship if suitable vacancies are available (for all newly appointed
staff into the Trust on a fixed term apprenticeship contract).
Completing termination of employment documentation and process at the end of
the apprenticeship if applicable
Contact the Education and Training department to notify of successful
completion, interruption or cessation.

Workplace Mentor/Supervisor/Buddy
•
•

•

•
•

The workplace mentor/supervisor/buddy is a suitably skilled professional who
can be from a different service but must be from the same profession.
There will be a mentoring agreement agreed between apprentice and
mentor/supervisor/buddy and they shall meet regularly during the academic year.
There will also be access to a peer group sessions.
The mentor/supervisor/buddy and the apprentice will provide support through
each year of their course and if required can act as an intermediary between
apprentice and work supervisor or university.
Acts as a confidential support mechanism for the apprentice should they require
advice and guidance.
The mentor/supervisor/buddy provides clinical and managerial supervision and
will liaise if required with the line manager and professional lead in the
workplace.
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•

•

The mentor/supervisor/buddy will be concerned with work place performance in
the apprentices work role. There will be a trust supervision agreement, record
and annual appraisal.
The mentor/supervisor/buddy is a work based colleague who will provide
education, learning and work based support to the apprentice during the period
of their apprenticeship as and when required.

Apprentice
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Will adhere to Trust Policies, Procedures and Trust Values and Behaviours
Framework.
Will comply with the Training Providers Code of Conduct for learners.
Will adhere to the Health and Safety Policies and procedures of other
organisations visited in association with the completion of the apprenticeship.
Will complete the apprenticeship and meet deadlines for work plan submissions
(this will include Functional Skills in English and Mathematics when required)
meeting regularly with the assessor. Failure to achieve the requirements of the
apprenticeship programme deadlines and meet performance targets will be
managed in line with the relevant Trust policy or processes.
Will complete the Care Certificate if appropriate to role prior to the apprenticeship
course.
Responsible for maintaining a log of a minimum of 20% off the job training
activities.
Is responsible for contacting the assessor to arrange meetings between
assessor and manager to record progress in portfolios.
Existing members of staff undertaking training via an apprenticeship programme
must complete and sign the Trust work Apprenticeship Learning Agreement and
Contract Addendum and a copy of the Commitment Statement from the training
provider.
Newly recruited apprentices will be required to sign an Apprenticeship Contract
Agreement.
Should an apprentice step-off or fail to complete the apprenticeship and it has
been deemed as mandatory, this may impact on pay progression during the
annual appraisal review.
Apprentices will commit to a minimum of 6-12 months in post following
completion.
If new to the organisation, a staff member will need to be in post for a minimum
of 6 months before being eligible for applying for an apprenticeship. Unless there
has been a relevant skills gap identified at interview which could be supported
through an apprenticeship. Prior approval required.
All apprentices must have a contract of a minimum 16 hours per week to qualify
for an apprenticeship scheme*.

*Not all apprenticeships support a minimum of 16 hours a week; please check with the
Education and Training department for further confirmation.
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4.0 Creation of Apprenticeship Roles
All managers should consider vacancies/new posts either internally or externally linked
to an appropriate apprenticeship. For example, funding a vacant Band 2 or 3 post could
be used to create an apprentice role where there is an appropriate apprentice standard
to enable the training element of the role to be achieved.
The Line Manager should seek guidance from the Education and Training team to
identify suitability of a potential apprentice role. The job description should explicitly
state within the job title it is an apprenticeship and should include the following caveat in
the initial outline:
‘The apprentice will be expected to meet the requirements of this job description by the
end of the apprenticeship. They will be gaining the skills and experience as they
progress through their training modules.’
Please seek advice from your HR Business Partner if a new job description is required
as a result of the apprenticeship opportunity. Further guidance towards recruitment is
detailed under section 7.0.

5.0 Procedure
The Education and Training department have mapped out a Team Project Plan
which details the deliverables which are outlined in this policy. This can be viewed in
the appendix.

6.0 Apprenticeship Eligibility
An individual must be:
•
•

Training for a new job role or
They are training in an existing job role, but require significant new knowledge
and skill.

There is no age limit to undertaking an apprenticeship and an individual can undertake
an apprenticeship at a higher level than a qualification they already hold, including
previous apprenticeships. They can also undertake an apprenticeship at the same or
lower level than a qualification they already hold if the apprenticeship will allow the
individual to acquire substantive new skills and it can be evidenced that the content of
the training is materially different from any prior qualification or previous apprenticeship.

The individual must:
•
•
•

Be able to complete the apprenticeship within the timeframe they have available
Not be enrolled on another apprenticeship at the same time
Spend at least 50% of their working hours in England over the duration of the
apprenticeship
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•

Have the right to work in England

Be one of the following:
•
•

A citizen of a country in the European Economic Area (EEA)
A non EEA citizen with permission from the UK Government to live in the UK (not
for educational purposes) and have an ordinary residence in the UK for at least
the previous three years before the start of the learning

An apprenticeship must have a minimum practical period of 12 months to qualify as a
full apprenticeship, though specific standards may mandate greater minimum
durations and a further 3 months will need to be considered towards the End-Point
Assessment (EPA) which will assess and conclude the learning. Minimum durations
are based on apprentices working 30 hours per week; if less the 12 month minimum
must be extended on a pro-rata basis using the formula:
•
•

12 x 30 / average weekly hours = new minimum duration in months
52 x 30 / average weekly hours = new minimum duration in weeks

Where substantive staff members express interest in starting an apprenticeship,
advice should be sought from the Education and Training department. In most
circumstances, existing staff members will be better served by applying for an
apprenticeship qualification rather than moving onto a fixed-term apprenticeship
contract.
Newly recruited apprentices must attend a corporate induction on commencing
employment with the Trust and be offered a local induction with support from their
named supervisor.
6.1 Prerequisites for existing staff members
The Trust invites all substantive staff members of all ages and backgrounds to
consider applying for an internal based course or apprenticeship that is relevant to
their job role, to enrich key skills, knowledge and behaviours. Such opportunities can
lead to further future development and further career prospects.
Prior to applying for any course the Trust has the following prerequisites in place:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The member of staff has been working within their role for a minimum period of 6
months.
The learning need has been identified during supervision and appraisal
A review of operational capacity has been made – any backfill costs are the
responsibility of the department.
The apprenticeship addresses a key requirement for the team
Approval and support from the line manager and the CDS/Support Service has
been confirmed.
All statutory and mandatory training is up to date
That they satisfy the required educational requirements
There is a direct correlation across the individual's job role and apprenticeship
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With any apprenticeship opportunity, there must be a direct correlation to an
applicant’s existing job role. This is to ensure the apprenticeship meets the
applicant’s needs to support them during the work-based on and off-the-job training
which will be carried out within the workplace and under the support and supervision
of the apprentices’ Line Manager.
If an existing staff member wishes to change their career path with the support of an
apprenticeship, further advice must be sought from the Education and Training
department and if necessary HR. If an apprenticeship request is sought that bears no
connection to an existing staff members role, this will be discussed further with the
individual concerned before any further action is taken.
6.2 Functional Skills
It is a national requirement for any apprentice to have a C - A* grade or equivalent in
Mathematics and English. For any staff members who do not have this they can be fully
supported to achieve prior or alongside an apprenticeship which is referred to as
Functional Skills. Requirements will be discussed on an individual and confidential
basis with staff members.

7.0 Recruitment
When recruiting an apprentice, consideration will need to be given towards:
•
•

Existing vacancies
Budget

7.1 Salary
All newly recruited apprentices will be paid through Agenda for Change and will start at
the starting point of the allocated banding. For Trainee Nurse Associate apprentices,
they will start their apprenticeship on a Band 3 salary (dependent on existing banding).
7.2 Contracts: length
All newly recruited apprentices will be recruited to a fixed-term contract (contract length
will be dependent on apprenticeship itself). The minimum length is 15 months. Any
apprentices needing to undertake Functional Skills qualifications could need an extra 3
months in addition to their existing fixed-term contract. An apprentice must be on a
contract of 16 hours of more. If the apprentice works fewer than 30 hours a week the
apprenticeship length must be extended to give the apprentice support in being able to
complete their apprenticeship successfully. For further information, advice and
guidance please contact the Education and Training department.
Once a vacant post has been identified for an apprenticeship vacancy and secured
budget confirmation recruiting managers are requested to liaise with the Education and
Training department to support the advertising vacancies and to allocate a training
provider of the apprenticeship. This is to ensure:
•
•

The apprenticeship is a suitable match to the vacancy
Procurement rules towards agreed apprenticeship training providers
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trust approved providers are used
Some apprenticeships have specific start dates within the year which will need to
correlate with the vacancy.
Recruitment adverts can be shared with training providers to advertise within
provider premises (i.e. HEIs).
The department can support any advertising through the National Apprenticeship
Service (NAS) account.
Funding for training is appropriately drawn down from the levy
The department has immediate sight of an apprentice within the Trust
The department can provide the necessary support to line managers and
apprentices from start to finish.

The recruitment advert will follow existing Trust recruitment methods using the TRAC
recruitment software. Once completed, the Recruitment Team will add one of the
Education and Training department Team leads to the vacancy. This is to ensure the
team are aware of a vacancy and a training provider is allocated to provide the
apprenticeship training. The shortlisting /interview process will follow existing Trust
processes.
7.3 Employment Contract Terms and Conditions
All direct entry apprentices will be recruited on a fixed-term contract either full or part
time.
The contracted hours per week will include any attendance at the training provider (if
applicable). All contracted hours must be completed within the workplace.
The employment contract must include an Apprenticeship Contract Agreement, along
with a copy of an internal Apprenticeship Agreement and Contract Addendum for
existing staff members.
Contractual agreement (for new staff)
Once a new apprentice has been recruited they will need to sign a copy of the Trust
Apprenticeship Contract Agreement. This agreement is a Trust learning agreement
and sets out the terms and conditions that relate to an apprenticeship programme
being delivered by Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust. This agreement is to
be treated as a contract of service and is not a contract of apprenticeship. Once an
apprentice has completed their apprenticeship and if they are successful in securing
a substantive position within the Trust, a new contract will need to be completed.
Contractual agreement (existing staff members)
Once an existing staff member has been given approval to begin an apprenticeship
they will need to sign a copy of the Trust Apprenticeship Agreement and Contract
Addendum. This is confirmation of the addendum to an existing staff member’s
contract due to a work place learner apprenticeship being undertaken. All other
existing terms and conditions of employment will remain unchanged.
The agreement is to be treated as a contract of service and is not a contract of
apprenticeship.
Provider Commitment statement (for new and existing staff)
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Apprentices will also be required to will sign a Commitment Statement which will be
counter signed by the Provider, Education and Training department or/and the
apprentice’ line manager. This agreement is held by the provider and the Trust to
evidence:
•
•
•
•
•

Apprenticeship cost
Apprenticeship dates/duration
Required minimum of 20% off-the-job training time (some apprenticeships will
require more)
Functional skills requirements (if required)
Course timetable (dependent on apprenticeship)

The Apprenticeship Agreement is incorporated into and does not replace the written
statement of particulars issued to the individual in accordance with the requirements
of the Employment Rights Act 1996.
The apprenticeship is treated as being a contract of service, not a contract of
apprenticeship. This is in addition to a learning agreement, which describes the
learning programme and sets out how the employer and the training provider will
support the apprentice. These agreements must be in place at the start, and for the
duration of the apprenticeship. This is defined in section A (3) of the Apprenticeships,
Skills, Children and Learning Act 2019 (as amended by the Enterprise Act 2016) and
the Apprenticeships (Miscellaneous Provisions) Regulations 2017.
7.4 Leave
Please refer to the Trust’s relevant policies for Annual Leave, Special Leave, Managing
Sickness Absence & Attendance Management Policy and Maternity, Adoption,
Maternity Support (Paternity) & Additional Paternity Leave Policy.
7.5 Pay and Benefits
Benefits for existing staff members undertaking an apprenticeship is to retain their
existing role/salary and for newly recruited apprentices they will undertake the
apprenticeship on a fixed-term contract (dependent upon apprenticeship length) and will
be paid through the Agenda for Change framework at the bottom of the banding for the
job role they are undertaking training in.

8.0 Support for Learning and Employment
All Trust apprentices will be supported through the following requirements:
8.1 Off-the-job training (OTJ)
Off-the-job learning is a statutory requirement for an English apprenticeship. It is
training which is received by the apprentice, during the apprentice's normal working
hours, for the purpose of archiving the knowledge, skills and behaviours of the
12

approved apprenticeship referenced in the apprenticeship agreement. By normal
working hours, this is for which the apprentice would normally be paid.
Off-the-job training must deliver new skills that are directly relevant to the
apprenticeship. It can include the following:
•
•
•

The teaching of theory (for example, lectures, role playing, simulation exercises,
online learning, and manufacturing training);
Practical training, shadowing, mentoring, industry visits, and participation in
competitions; or
Learning support and time spent writing assessments/assignments.

Off-the-job training does not include:
•
•
•

Training to acquire knowledge, skills and behaviours that are not required for an
apprenticeship standard;
Progress reviews or on programme assessment required for an apprenticeship
standard; or
Training which takes place outside the apprentice's normal working hours.

It down to the apprentice, line manager and training provider to agree towards how the
off-the-job training is delivered and apprentices will be required to document this
throughout their apprenticeship learning. Off-the-job training can include training that is
delivered at the apprentice's normal place of work. It can also include regular day
release, block release and special training days/workshops.
All apprenticeships have a minimum* requirement of 20%. *Some apprenticeships will
have a larger requirement and this will be specified by the provider when completing the
Commitment Statement.
Further guidance towards off-the-job training can be located in the Appendix.
8.2 Additional learning support
•

Provider visits - The apprentice will be provided with time away from the
workplace for agreed, regular assessor visits to carry out assessment planning,
progress reviews and direct observations where applicable to the apprenticeship
being studied.

•

Learning support - The apprentice will be provided with time out for functional
skills assessments and learning where required. There are extra resources
available for any staff members who have specific learning needs such as
Dyslexia. Please contact the Education and Training department for further
information.

•

Training delivery - The mode of training delivery will vary according to the
particular apprenticeship standard. Where teaching sessions are required, the
apprentice must be given time out in order to attend these sessions.

8.3 Introducing an Apprentice to the Workplace
Care and attention should be given to helping the apprentice settle into the workplace
and ensuring that all team members are aware of how to best support the new starter.
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A named supervisor must be identified and be available for close day to day support,
especially during the first few weeks of employment. This supervisor may be the line
manager or another suitable member of the team.
The line manager should ensure that standards for expected performance are set
for the first three months of the role and monitored regularly so that
achievements can be identified and any concerns are addressed swiftly.
8.4 Support during an Apprenticeship
All apprentices will be supported by the following parties:
•

Line Manager – through usual and regular supervision, annual appraisals and
appropriate time to support learning and to support the minimum requirement
of 20% off-the-job training which is a requirement for any apprentice
undertaking an apprenticeship through the Levy.

•

Assessor, Tutor or Lecturer – through onsite visitations, HEI/provider place
of learning, email and telephone. All parties will also feedback to the
Education and Training department with regular progress reports (which will
be shared with line managers) and highlight any concerns towards an
apprentice or if they wish to feedback good working practices.

•

Education and Training/Nurse Education/Allied Health
Professions/Social Work – through regular Trust communications channels,
face to face meetings and virtual methods of technology such as email and
telephone. All apprentices will be invited to a quarterly Apprentice Forum to
discuss their learning journey, and to raise any issues or concerns they might
have. Leads will also facilitate regular meetings, in order to enable peer
support, provide information, advice and guidance and to maintain best
practice.

•

Workplace Mentor/Supervisor/Buddy - Competent and experienced
members of staff who support the apprentice during their training. The
Education and Training department have a Mentoring Programme available to
benefit line managers towards responsibilities.

•

Functional Skills Lead – This is for applicants or apprentices who require
support towards numeracy, literacy and ICT. Some apprenticeships have a
requirement for these skills to be assessed prior to starting an apprenticeship.

Should the apprentice lose their placement through organisational change e.g.
relocation of the service or other organisation change measures, the trust will work with
the apprentice to provide support including considering alternative roles within the Trust
if possible; in line with the Trust Managing Change policy. In the event this takes place,
a HR Business Partner will be involved, alongside the Education and Training
department to ensure the apprentice’s learning experience is not affected.
A development plan should be completed by the line manager confirming the
competencies they expect the apprentice to develop during the training period to
support annual appraisal objectives and discussions during regular supervision.
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8.5 End-Point Assessment (EPA)
All apprentices are required complete an End-Point Assessment (EPA) to complete
their apprenticeship. The EPA is 20% of the overall apprenticeship cost and is
designed to test whether each apprentice has gained the skills, knowledge and
behaviours outlined in the apprenticeship standard and grade each learner according
to their performance.
When an apprentice is ready to take the EPA, they will enter a period which is known
as 'gateway'. During this time the provider and Trust representative such as a line
manager or Practice Education Facilitator/Practice Mentor will review the
apprentice's progress and decide whether to be put forward for the final assessment
(EPA). Each EPA is different and can be viewed within each apprenticeship
standard.
The apprentice cannot achieve their apprenticeship without passing the end-point
assessment and if not passed will be at risk of not being able to apply for a further
apprenticeship to continue with developing skills, knowledge and behaviours.
The EPA can take a range of forms:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tests
Examinations
Professional discussions
Workplace observations
Portfolio of work
Assignments

Re-sits
If an apprentice fails their first EPA they will be given the chance to re-sit. If this is failed
a second time, any future re-sits will be at an extra cost outside of the allocated funding.
These costs will be dependent on the level of apprenticeship and will be approximately
20% of the original apprenticeship funding for the course being undertaken.
These costs are to be at the discretion and agreement of the CDS or Support Service.
Contractual changes
Under the ESFA Apprenticeship Funding Rules, all apprentices must remain on a
contract until they have completed the EPA. If the circumstances towards an
apprenticeship length or EPA change, the Trust is liable to extend an apprentice's
contract so the apprenticeship and EPA can be fully met.
For apprentices who are on an apprenticeship contract and nearing the end of
their existing fixed-term contract will be supported to fully complete their
apprenticeship and will include the completion and sign off of the EPA. Where
contracts overlap end dates, line managers will be required to submit an
extended CAF to enable the apprentice to full complete their learning obligations.
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8.6 Withdrawals Process and Expectations
Once a staff member or a newly recruited apprentice start their apprenticeship, the
apprentice and line manager have the following responsibilities towards the Education
and Training department:
•

To inform when the staff member is to start and end their apprenticeship – this is
to ensure all parties are onboard from the start to end and to ensure the
appropriate funding is drawn down from the Apprenticeship Levy funds.

•

If they have any concerns towards the apprentice that might affect the
apprenticeship itself – the Education and Training department can support both
parties.

•

If the learner withdraws before completion of the apprenticeship course, fail to
meet the attendance requirement, leave employment with Sussex Partnership
(or take up a new post within the Trust whereby; the job plan does not allow for
meeting the course requirements) during the course.

•

If the learner has a change in circumstances which could lead to a break in
learning. This is for learners who require a break in their apprenticeship due to
illness, maternity or other personal reasons. Once a break in learning has been
agreed the Education and Training department will pause existing levy payments
until a return date is agreed.

If for any reason an apprentice withdraws from their programme it is paramount that the
Education and Training department are made aware immediately to cease further
payments to the provider.
No charge can be made against any apprenticeship cost for learning that an apprentice
has undertaken but not completed.
As such and to ensure value for money for the Trust it is vital that all apprentices
understand the expectations that will be put upon them prior to commencing their
apprenticeship.
In the event that a learner expresses a desire to withdraw and with a valid reason, a
meeting must be held with the apprentice, the apprentice line manager and the training
provider to review if there is any alternative to this action (e.g. break in learning or
change to work pattern). At this meeting, should no alternative be found, all parties
must agree to an apprenticeship withdrawal and notify the Education and Training
department at the earliest convenience stating the reasons for the withdrawal. This will
allow to Education and Training department to freeze any forthcoming payments in the
Trust Apprenticeship Levy. Further guidance towards a break in learning can be found
in the Appendix.
With newly recruited apprentices, this will result in a termination of contract or (in
exceptional circumstances) a change in pay grade to reflect the fact that they are no
longer an apprentice.
Any apprentice who withdraws from their apprenticeship training will not be charged
any fees but prohibited to engage in further non-mandatory training opportunities
(apprenticeship or otherwise) that incur a cost to the Trust for a period of 12 months.
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9.0 Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
This policy aims to ensure that no employee receives less favourable treatment on the
grounds of gender, sexual orientation, civil partnership/marital status, colour, race,
nationality, ethnic or national origins, creed, religion/belief, disability, age or trade union
membership, or is disadvantaged by conditions or requirements which are not justified
by the job. The Trust is committed to the principles of diversity, equality of opportunity
and believes that direct or indirect discrimination again any person is unacceptable.

10.0 Development, consultation and ratification
The responsibility for the implementation of the policy is within the Education and
Training department. Outside the department parts of this policy have been formulated
as a result of the following formal discussions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apprenticeship Working Group meetings
Nursing Associate Implementation Steering Group.
Sussex and East Surrey Nursing Associate Consortium Steering Group
Finance Apprenticeship meetings
Apprenticeship STP/ICS forums
Apprenticeship Strategy 2018 – 2021
Education and Training Plan 2020 - 2021
Interim Workforce Strategy
• Organisational Strategy

11.0 Dissemination and Implementation of policy
The responsibility for the implementation of the policy is a Trust wide responsibility and
is expected to be exercised throughout each CDS and Support Service.
The Education and Training department will provide information, advice and
guidance to Trust members who may be considering appointing an apprentice or
who may have existing staff members who would benefit from undertaking an
apprenticeship-based course.

12.0 Reference documents
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managing Performance and Capability Policy
Mandatory Training and Induction Policy
Apprenticeships Intranet Page
Recruitment and Selection Policy
Skills for Health
Education and Skills Funding Agency
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13.0 Appendices
A. Project plan landscape:
Action Plan

Issues/Risks
Create a issues log file and add tab to Apprenticeship live database
Monitor and manage file regularly. Review at meetings
Quality
Ensure correct procurement is in place for existing and future contracts
Identify Apprenticeships Programmes by Speciality and with Trust SMEs
Link in with Nurse Education Team to confirm Nursing related apprenticeships
Confirm framework/standard for Programmes
Monthly check ins with Providers towards apprentices
Present new apprenticeship standards for delivery
Database of contact details for each provider and add UKPRN number
Conversion of all Band 2 vacancies into apprenticeship posts
Notification of all Band 3 vacancies in case they can be converted into apprenticeship posts
Governance
Development of an Apprenticeship strategy
Updated Apprenticeship application form
Link in with Nurse Education Team to determine Nurse specific apprenticeships and ensure any
processes are linked
Development of an Apprenticeship Policy
Apprenticeship applications are advised of the timeline process when submitting an application
Apprenticeship applications are checked for statutory and mandatory completion and qualifications
evidence
Apprenticeship applications are collated monthly and given to senior leads to discuss eligibility
Senior leads approve/reject applications
Applicants are informed of application outcome
Apprentices and Line Managers informed via email towards allocated funding given
Ensure all learners have a signed commitment statement from providers and a copy is held by
Apprenticeship Team
Ensure all existing staff members have signed their work based learning agreement which is an
extension to their existing contracts
Ensure all newly recruited apprentices have completed an apprenticeship contract
Reporting
Reporting and submission of Trust stats to ESFA
Reporting Apprenticeship stats quarterly to HEEKSS
Functional Skills report completed each quarter
Quarterly report for Trust members
Record and capturing of all information on ESR and internal database
Creation of RAG reports for apprentice learner progress
Chasing of reports from providers
Confirmation of completers with providers (and sign off from DAS)
Marketing
Create Apprenticeship branding logo
Create Apprenticeship banners for promotional events
Create Apprenticeship brochure and leaflets
Develop intranet site (internal/external pages)
Develop brand, suite of literature for students/managers/careers advisors, freebies
Oversee, update and review Apprenticeship promotional boards for career/job fairs
Trust Apprenticeship Events: Open Day, Department visits, career/job fairs
Partnership links with other NHS orgs
Recruitment and process for apprenticeship based roles
Apprenticeship welcome letter be sent out upon starting and to be regularly reviewed
Apprenticeship film

Frequency

Monthly
Bi-monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Quarterly
Monthly
Monthly
Annually
Annually
Monthly
Annually
Daily
Daily
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Daily
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Annually
Quarterly
Quarterly
Monthly
Weekly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Annually
Annually
Annually
Monthly
Annually
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Annually
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Communications
Create mailbox and set automated message
Oversee skills advisor inbox and flag queries when and where necessary
Set team meetings to review progress and make changes
Contact School/College Career Advisors
Trust User Bulletin - ongoing / adhoc
Senior Managers Briefings
Target Local external stakeholders: Advice centres, schools/colleges
Create social media communications - Twitter and ongoing daily updates
Development of quarterly Apprentice Support Group/Forum (face-to-face and Skype)
Monthly finance meetings to discuss funding and DAS
Development of Apprenticeship User Group Forum meetings
Support mechanisms set up - coaching/mentoring offerings, assessor support
Work with Recruitment to identify recruited apprentices
Delivery
Identify suitable assessors
Development of coaching and mentoring programme for apprentices and managers
Review of Functional Skills delivery by course lead
Creation of Level 3 programme in Health and Social Care
Creation of Level 3 programme in Business and Administration
Creation of ILM accredited programme for Moving into Management Level 3
Creation of ILM accredited programme for Management and Leadership Level 5
Becoming an employer provider
Benefits Review
Incentive payments are reported on and obtained from providers via invoice
Monitoring of those undertaking apprenticeships for support
Evaluation of apprentices undertaking apprenticeships
Identify existing national and regional apprenticeship based awards
Organise award ceremony/graduation

Quarterly
Daily
Bi-Monthly
Quarterly
Monthly
Monthly
Quarterly
Daily
Quarterly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Fortnightly
Annually
Annually
Annually
Annually
Annually
Annually
Annually
Annually
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Annually
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B. Absence Reporting

Apprenticeships:
Sickness reporting
Sick leave on primary base

Sick leave during placement

(this is also for those who don't have a
placement as part of their apprenticeship)

(for trainee Nursing Associates,
Occupational Therapists, Social Workers)

Contact your line manager (must be completed by phone)

More than 7 days (or 5 working days)
A copy of your sick certificate must be sent
to the apprenticeship provider and the
original given to your line manager
(Please refer to the Managing Sickness
Absence and Attendance Policy)

Contact your work based tutor/placement
supervisor
If you are undertaking placements as a
result of your apprenticeship any time
missed whilst on your placement will need
to be made up.
This will need to be arranged with your line
manager and the placement supervisor

Email your work based tutor and cc in your course leader with details of your sick leave.
(If more than 7 days you will need to email a copy to the provider)

Inform the Professional Lead/Education and Training Team with details of any sick days
For Trainee Nursing Associates: TNA.Applications@sussexpartnership.nhs.uk
For Trainee Occupational Therapists, Social Workers and other staff:
Skills.advisor@sussexpartnership.nhs.uk

For Trainee Nursing Associates, Occupational Therapists and Social Workers it is an
MNC/HSPC requirement that you make up the required hours of the programme.
This includes protected learning time and placement hours
Periods of sick leave more than 3 weeks may result in your course being suspended
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C. Off-the-job training guidance
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D. Break in Learning
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